vi	PREFACE
it difficult to escape from the merely fashionable to the
permanent, 03: assess with any certainty that which is
open before our eyes.
To read this book then is, in wo me manner, to travel
over unknown and uncharted country. The poems here
selected represent, perhaps, the best of to-day in that
peculiar type of poetry which spreads beyond the confines
of the lyric. It is not for us, reading them now, to
anticipate their final place in English Literature ; but
it is possible to trace in them some of the characteristics
of modern poetry as a whole. While the maturer
judgment that conies of a study in true perspective
must necessarily wait updn the years, we can at least
appreciate in these poems the elements that belong to
poetry in every age.
It seems to-day as if the poet had lost that old sense
of vocation which once separated him from other men.
He no longer rises up "" with his singing robes about
him." In an age when professionalism is rife he remains
grandly an amateur. His poetry is for the most part
incidental—a running accompaniment to his everyday
life among ordinary men. Like Elia, he works often in
the confinement of an office, and only at the end u leaves
his India House for ever.1' He lives, as it were, in two
different worlds—the one of business and the other of
poetry; and this mode of life has its reflection in his
work. For his theme is generally concrete, nil led to the
familiar. There is little of the abstract or philosophical
about his poetry : only rarely does he become emotional.
He is not to be found moralising on Westminster P>i;idge,
or even dreaming sadly by the sea of the days tha/t arc
no more.	i

